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• 6:48 am (local time) magnitude Mw 8.0 EQ
• At Pacific-Australia plate boundary 
• Epicenter 190 km South of APIA, Samoa
• 2700 km NNE of Auckland, New Zealand

The earthquake



• Building structure similar (timber framed, concrete block)

• Reported shoreline wave height of 3 to 5 m above sea 
level highly relevant to New Zealand

� Estimated 500-year wave heights for most populated parts 
of New Zealand are in the range between 4 and 8 m

Relevance for New Zealand



The purpose of the trip

• American Samoa 9th – 14th October
• Samoa (as part of UNESCO team) 14th – 26th Oct. 

� Validate and refine RiskScape
� Lessons learned for New Zealand
� Provide advice to Samoan government (recovery)



Wave run-up / inundation 



Course of event

• Tsunami hit during mid tide,

• Water first receded and left the reef bare, 

• A roaring sound, like a jet engine, 

• 2-3 incoming waves only a few minutes apart,

• No complete withdrawal between,

• Second wave being largest,

• Surge, rather than breaking wave.  



• Pago Pago, American Samoa
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• Pago Pago, American Samoa
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Photos taken by a couple on a yacht in Pago Pago harbour (American Samoa)

• Pago Pago, American Samoa

Wave run-up and inundation



Wave run-up and inundation

Key questions:

• Areas affected

• Wave height / run-up

• Inundation depth

�Driving factors  



Wave run-up and inundation

Maximum wave run-up (a. MSL):
American Samoa: 10.5 m  
Samoa: 13.0 m

Maximum flow / inundation depth:
American Samoa: 5 m 
Samoa: 6+ m Koshimura et al, 2009

Wilson et al, 2009

Inland inundation distance:
American Samoa: ~620m 
Samoa: ~350 m 



Wave height dependant on:

• Near-shore bathymetry, 
• shape of coast,
• existence of offshore reefs, 
• existence of the offshore islands,

Wave run-up and inundation

NZDF, 2009

• Onshore: topography (e.g. roughness, gradient).



Lessons learned:

• Natural warning signs are of key importance for local 
source tsunamis,

• First wave may not be the largest,
• Harbours, bays and inlets often amplify waves,
• Large variation in in run-up and inundation over short 

distances,
• Wide, unbroken reefs ‘lessened’ inundation and run-up,
• Intact coastal vegetation reduced flow velocity and depth.

Wave run-up and inundation



Building damage 



Building damage

• Damage classification:

� Undamaged
� Light Damage / Non-structural Damage
� Minor Damage / Little Structural Damage Only
� Moderate Damage / Repairable Structural Damage
� Severe Damage / Irreparable Structural Damage
� Collapse

• Relationships between inundation depth, construction 
type and extent of damage to buildings determined



Poloa / American Samoa



Building damage
Buildings sustained varying degrees of damage

• Importance of reinforcement very clear:

• traditional light timber totally destroyed > 1.5m

• minimal reinforcement reduced damage significantly

• Concrete buildings, only minor damage at same 
inundation depth 



Building damage
Damage was correlated with:

• depth of tsunami flow, 
• velocity, 
• structural strength, 
• width of reef, 
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Building damage
Damage was correlated with:

• depth of tsunami flow, 
• velocity, 
• structural strength, 
• width of reef, 
• shielding, density of vegetation



• quality of building materials used, 
• quality of workmanship, and 
• adherence to the building code

►

Building damage
Damage was correlated with:

• depth of tsunami flow, 
• velocity, 
• structural strength, 
• width of reef, 
• shielding, density of vegetation

• amount of debris, 
• condition and height of foundations, 



Building damage

Lessons learned:

Buildings are more likely to survive with less damage if they:

• are elevated or are a fair distance away from the shore
• have elevated and sound foundations
• have reinforced concrete or core-filled concrete block 

walls,
• are shielded, and
• are well constructed and built according to building codes
• Reinforced buildings in high risk areas (All – hazard)
• Reinforcement for critical facilities such as schools or 

hospitals should be mandatory
Provided by Adam Jowitt



Infrastructure



• All areas accessible, most roads in reasonable condition
• Clean-up began within hours
• Some road erosion
• A couple of bridges taken out -> temporarily filled

Impacts on infrastructure

• Sea walls, river embankments, ports damaged
• Power network disrupted (transmission grid)
• Water supply (water mains, connections)
• Septic tanks were displaced
• Telecommunications (grid)
� Reinstallation within weeks (workable level)



Economy



(Macro-) Economic damage

• 160 Mio direct damage ($ SAT )
• 100 Mio medium-long term losses ($SAT, Early Recovery 

Framework: 29 Sept. 2009; Worldbank, 2009)

Direct:
• Schools, loss of agricultural production / livestock, 

buildings, shops, hotels, roads & cars
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(Macro-) Economic damage

Indirect: 
• Health -> long term treatment 

(e.g. trauma)
• Agriculture -> loss of subsistence 

production & livestock
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• Fisheries -> replacement of boats and gear
• Tourism -> infrast., accommodation, less tourists
• Buildings / infrastructure -> rebuilding

Not included:
costs of disruption, clean-up costs, emergency service, 
disruption to education, relocation, …..



(Macro-) Economic damage

• Not only negative, but also positive impacts: 

Some loss of income 
replaced by additional 
remittances

Loss of wages and salaries -
> $11.8 Mio/a

Additional visitor arrivals & 
relief & recovery mission

Loss of hotels & restaurants 
-> $10 Mio/a

…….…..

Positive impactsNegative impacts



Environment



• Coastal trees provided significant protection to immediate 
coastal areas, 

• Intact vegetation reduced speed and depth of the waves
• Coastal trees saved lives

Environmental damage

• Tsunami sedimentary deposits widespread (10-20cm, up 
to 250m inland)

Photo taken by Samuel Etienne

• Different levels of environmental damage
• Pollution from solid waste and sewage  

• Maximum erosion of back beach areas up to ~ 2m, driven 
by offshore return flow

Photo taken by NZDF



Lessons learned:

• Keep your coastal habitat intact because it can reduce the 
impacts

• Clean-up is a huge task (manual in sensitive areas)
• Pollution from sewage tanks and cars
• Ecosystems will most likely repair themselves naturally 

and are unlikely to preserve long-term impacts

Environmental damage



People



People

50024803200Displaced people

8005274People affected

8020020 villages 
completely

Buildings destroyed

7100+620Injuries

934143Fatalities

TongaAmerican SamoaSamoa



• Tsunami struck at ~7.00am in Samoa and ~7.10am in 
American Samoa

• Some people had left to work but most people were in or 
near their houses 

• Different levels of awareness / preparedness

• A lack of information about how to react or where to go 

• People expected official warning

• Confusion about sirens, no protocol

People



Issues:
• Clean-up, repair and rebuilding starts within hours / days

�No time for policy changes, revision of plans

• Processing of insurance claims

• Temporary accommodation
• Schools in high risk areas
• Immediate needs: sewage, water, clothes, re-install 

infrastructure
• Medium-long term needs: Lack of capital, land for 

relocation, Loss of livelihood
• Long-term treatment, support

People



Lessons learned:

• Inform & educate people, it saves lives
• Don’t wait for official warning
• Identify & sign evacuation routes and assembly areas
• Establish effective warning system and have protocols 
• Monitor short-term needs
• Be flexible during response phase
• Government assistance needed in recovery phase

Impacts on people



Impacts on people

Is Samoa more resilient than New Zealand?

Specific local, social, cultural and economic features:

� People have responsibilities in community (to society)

� Social network – people look after one another

� System of sharing

� Land tenure system 



Regional RiskScape
A Multi-Hazard Loss Estimation Tool

RiskScapeRiskScape
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For more information see:
http://http://www.riskscape.org.nzwww.riskscape.org.nz//

or contact:
info@riskscape.org.nzinfo@riskscape.org.nz


